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Lepton reconstruction in the ENUBET tagger

The ENUBET project aims at demonstrating the feasibility of a monitored neutrino beam in which
the measurement of associated charged leptons in the instrumented decay region of a conventional
beam is used to constrain the neutrino flux to unprecedented precision (O(1%)). Large angle muons
and positrons from kaon decays are detected on the decay tunnel walls equipped with a sampling
calorimeter with longitudinal, radial and azimuthal segmentation. After a brief description of the
ENUBET beamline and of the detectors employed in the lepton tagger, the analysis chain for the
event reconstruction, the background suppression and the identification of positrons and muons
will be described.
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1. The ENUBET beamline and the lepton tagger

Figure 1: Schematics of a part of the ENUBET lepton tagger. The three layers of LCM composing
the calorimeter are shown in light green. The rings of scintillator tiles composing the t0-layer below the
calorimeter are shown in yellow. WLS fibers (not shown) bring the light above a borated polyethylene
shielding (light brown) where the SiPMs are located.

2. The ENUBET tagger simulation
The full instrumentation of the ENUBET tagger has been implemented in detail in a GEANT4
package (G4TAG). The simulation includes the propagation and decay up to the hadron dump of
3
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The goal of ENUBET is to design a facility in which the uncertainty on the 𝜈𝑒 and the 𝜈 𝜇 flux
is kept below 1%, thus removing the main systematics for a high precision neutrino cross section
measurement at the GeV scale, that would be of paramount importance for next generation long
baseline oscillation experiments. The flux is monitored by measuring the charged leptons produced
in association with the neutrinos in the instrumented decay region of the facility [1]. The rate of
large angle positrons and muons on the decay tunnel walls is used as a proxy to determine the
neutrino flux from 𝐾𝑒3 (𝐾 + → 𝜋 0 𝑒 + 𝜈𝑒 ) and 𝐾 𝜇𝜈 (𝐾 + → 𝜇+ 𝜈 𝜇 , 𝐾 + → 𝜋 0 𝜇+ 𝜈 𝜇 ) decays respectively,
while low angle muons from pions can be measured by muon monitor stations after the hadron
dump, thus providing a full constraint on the overall flux [2, 3]. The ENUBET beamline is designed
to provide a narrow-band neutrino beam by focusing towards the 40 m long decay tunnel positively
charged mesons with a momentum bite of 5-10% centered at 8.5 GeV/c. The shielding elements
are carefully fine tuned to suppress the beam halo on the tunnel instrumentation that could spoil the
lepton identification capabilities, and to retain at the same time a large enough meson yield [4].
The lepton tagger (Fig. 1) is based on a sampling calorimeter as a cost-effective solution to
perform e/𝜋/𝜇 separation, placed on the whole surface of the 1 m radius, 40 m long decay tunnel.
The calorimeter is segmented in the longitudinal, radial and azimuthal coordinates and its basic
unit, called LCM (Lateral Compact Module), has a 3×3 cm2 transverse size and is composed by a
stack of five 0.7 cm thick scintillator tiles interleaved with five 1.5 cm thick iron tiles. Three radial
layers of LCM are foreseen. The instrumentation is complemented by rings of plastic scintillator
doublet tiles (3×3 cm2, 0.7 cm thick) below the calorimeter (t0-layer), acting as a photon veto to
suppress the 𝜋 0 background and providing timing information. Both the detectors are read out by
WLS fibers placed on the frontal faces of the tiles and coupled to SiPMs [5, 6].
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3. Positron identification
The first step for the charged lepton reconstruction in the tagger is the event building: energy
deposits correlated in space and time within predefined cuts are clustered starting from an event
seed in the innermost calorimeter layer. In order to preselect positron candidates and to suppress
mip-like events, a visible energy greater than 28 MeV is required for the seed: indeed the Landau
fit of the energy released by a mip in a LCM has a most probable value of ∼6.5 MeV.
A multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLPNN) with 19 input variables is then employed to
identify an high purity sample of 𝐾𝑒3 positrons. It exploits: 1) the energy deposition pattern in the
calorimeter to separate the more localized positron events from the hadronic showers induced by
pions and from the muon single track topologies; 2) the energy deposition in the t0-layer to suppress
the residual photon background; 3) the position of the event to reduce the beam halo background
that is mostly concentrated in the first part of the tagger. By choosing a cut on the neural network
classifier that maximizes the product of the efficiency and the purity in the selection, a signal-tonoise ratio of ∼2 is achieved with a positron identification efficiency of 22%, that includes also the
geometrical acceptance of the tagger (∼50%).
Fig. 2 shows the distribution along the tunnel of the events reconstructed by the event builder
(left) and after the neural network discrimination (right). The dominant background is represented
by beam induced positrons.

Figure 2: Longitudinal position of selected events at different stages in the selection of 𝐾𝑒3 positron events:
(left) after the event building; (right) after the NN discrimination.
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particles provided at the tunnel entrance by a standalone GEANT4 simulation of the transfer line.
The response of the detectors in the tunnel is simulated at hit level, not considering the scintillation
process and light propagation. An hit rate of O(1 MHz) is expected on each detector channel. In
order to assess the effects of pile-up on the overall detector performance a software framework
has been implemented to simulate the tagger response at single channel level. Each visible energy
deposits coming from the G4TAG simulation is converted into photons hitting the SiPM with a
conversion factor (15 p.e./MeV) derived from previous test beam data on tagger prototypes [6]. The
SiPM response is then simulated using the GosSIP software tool [7] and the generated waveforms
are processed by a pulse detection algorithm providing the time and the amplitude (converted back
in MeV) of the found peaks.
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4. Muon identification

Figure 3: Longitudinal position of selected events at different stages in the selection of 𝐾 𝜇𝜈 muon events:
(left) after the event building; (right) after the NN discrimination.

The muon identification efficiency obtained cutting at the neural network classifier value that
maximizes the efficiency times purity is 34%, with a signal-to-noise ratio of ∼6. The larger purity
with respect to the positron case is mostly driven by the more favorable branching ratio of 𝐾 𝜇𝜈 with
respect to the 𝐾𝑒3 one.
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As for the positrons, the reconstruction of muons from kaon decays begins with the event
building. However, in this case it is triggered by a seed compatible with the energy deposition of
a mip (5<E<15 MeV) and the clustering is oriented towards the search of aligned hits in order to
enhance the preselection of muon candidates.
The signal-background discrimination is achieved with a MLPNN with 13 input variables that
takes into account the energy deposition pattern together with the impact point along the tunnel:
indeed the latter is particularly effective in suppressing the background from halo muons, that is
more abundant in the first half of the tunnel, as can be seen from Fig. 3.

